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RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN TIDAL OSCILLATIONS
RUDDY TURNSTONE
FLOCKING, FORAGING,
AND VIGILANCE
BEHAVIOR
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ABSTRACT.-Ruddy
Turnstone (Arenaria interpres) flocking behavior, aggression, vigilance, prey choice, foraging rate, and foraging successwere examined in
relation to tidal fluctuations and food distribution on a Pacific beach in Costa
Rica. Turnstones foraged only when the tidal flat was exposed; they rested in
flocks during high tide. Flock size, peck rate, and successrate decreasedduring
the ebb and increased with the flood. Foraging velocity increased until low tide
and then decreased.Vigilance was related only to flock size and flock size did not
affect foraging rates or success.Vigilance apparently did not directly reduce foraging efficiency or deter flock breakup. Increased aggression,however, decreased
foragingefficiency, and may have partly causedreduction in flock size. Turnstones
fed on invertebrates close inshore and on crabs farther out on the flat, where the
latter were more abundant. Rates of predation on crabswere correlated with crab
density, decreasedforaging rate, and success.The switch in the birds’ diet and
the substratezonation appeared to be largely responsiblefor the tidally and spatially correlated patterns in foraging rate. Possibly the nature and distribution of
the prey influenced the turnstones’levels of aggressionand hence, determined the
optimal sizes of their flocks.

Many shorebirds forage in intertidal habitats
where tides cause predictable changesin the
foragingsubstrate.Exposedareasfluctuateand
the timing of tides varies regularly. Food items
may be clumped in tidal pools and their availability may vary accordingto when (Green and
Hobson 1970) or how long different areashave
been exposed to sun and air (Vader 1964,
Recher 1966).
The effectsof tidal fluctuations on shorebird
activities have had little study. Several researchershave documented changesin shorebird abundance, habitat choice, or dispersion
in relation to the tides (Recher 1966, Thomas
and Dartnall 197 1, Burger et al. 1977, Hartwick 1978, Harris 1979, Kelly and Cogswell
1979, Connors et al. 198 1). Others have attempted to relate levels of feeding or foraging
activity to tidal changes(Ehlert 1964, Harris
1979, Hartwick and Blaylock 1979, Morrell et
al. 1979). In order to avoid such tide-related
variations, Baker (1974) recorded data only
during the low tide.
As the ebb tide exposes the foraging area,
shorebirdsmay occupy the space, flocks may
disperseand different prey may be taken. As
individuals spreadout and new prey types are
sought, foraging successor techniques may
change.In addition, the breakup of flockscould
significantlyalter relationsamong the birds and
the susceptibilityto predation. Increasingflock
size often heightens aggressionand competition (Recher and Recher 1969, Silliman et al.

1977, Burger et al. 1979) and lowers individual vigilance (Abramson 1979, Barnard 1979,
Caraco 1979, etc.) and the likelihood of predation (Page and Whitacre 1975). Increasing
flock size also usually improves foraging success (Krebs 1974, Abramson 1979, Barnard
1979, Caraco 1979; but see Smith 1977) but
if this is balanced against the costs of competition and vigilance, flocking may yield no
foraging benefits (Krebs and Barnard 1980).
I studied the foraging activities of Ruddy
Turnstones (Arenaria interpres) on the Pacific
coast of Costa Rica, and attempted to determine some of the relationships among tidal
oscillations, food distributions, and various
aspectsof turnstone behavior.

STUDY AREA AND FLOCKS
I made my observationson a clay tidal flat at
Playa Sirena, Corcovado National Park, Puntarenas Province, Costa Rica, from 6 to 16
August 1979, and from 9 to 23 April 1980.
Playa Sirena frames a crescent-shapedbay and
stretchesabout 2 km between the mouths of
the Rio Sirena and the Rio Claro. A sandy
beach slopes downward about 20 m from a
second-growth woodland to the edge of the
extensiveclay flat (hereafter called the “beach’s
edge”). Regardlessof the tide, turnstoneswere
never seen feeding on the sandy beach. The
clay flat itself was fairly level and at low tide
extended 150-250 m from the beach’s edge.
Extent of total exposuredepended on location
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within the bay, temporal fluctuation in amount
oftide drop (i.e., phaseofthe moon) and wind.
At high tide, which occurred twice daily, the
water generally flooded a few meters into the
woodland zone, and at these times the turnstones rested in flocks at the river mouths.
Unlike Harris (1979) who found turnstones
commonly feeding on beachesduring high tide
in Wales, I only rarely observed such activity
at the river mouths. Shortly after the tide exposed the edge of the flat, groups from these
flocks moved to the flat to commence feeding.
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for as long as possiblewhile I timed the period
with a stopwatch. My 305 observations had
an averageduration of 92.5 s. I defined “flock
size” as the number of turnstones all within
10 m of each other, and all moving in a similar
direction. Lone birds were the objects of 33%
of my observations.
The time when the beach’s edgewasexposed
to air became the reference point for the “time
(number of minutes) after exposure.” Because
I found curvilinear and symmetrical relationshipsbetween time after exposure and several
other variables, I transformed time after exMETHODS
posure by subtracting it from the number of
PHYSICAL FEATURES
minutes between flat exposure and low tide
The substrate of the tidal flat is a hard, un- (165 min) and squaring:i.e., (165 - time after
absorptive clay. I defined four zones: O-10 m exposure)2. Thus, high values of the trans(from the beach’s edge), smooth surface, with formed variable occur at high tide levels, either
algal mat; lo-25 m, smooth surface,no algae; on the incoming or outgoing tide, while low
25-100 m, rough, jagged surface; loo-250 m, values occur around the low tide.
For three days, as the tide ebbed, I laid out
jaggedsurface,mostly covered with tidal pools.
a
grid
on the flat at 40-m intervals from the
In order to quantify these zones I made five
transectsperpendicularto the beach’s edge,ex- beach’s edge. From these references I estitending outward to 100 m. Every 10 m from mated a bird’s distance from the water’s edge
the beach’s edge I counted the number of in- and from the beach’s edge. During the April
vertebrate-excavated holes in a 20 X 20-cm study period I estimated distances between
quadrat. I measured the diameters of the first birds and myself at the onset of a foraging
10 holes on the beachward edge with dial cal- sequence(“observer distance”).
For most observationsI determined the rate
ipers (to 0.1 mm). In each quadrat I measured
the difference between the highest and lowest of pecking (peck/s). During the August period
points to gauge the roughnessof the surface. I also measuredthe forward speedof foraging
For 10 transectsI also estimated the percent birds (m/s), and during the April period I also
of a 2 x 2-m quadrat that was covered by tidal measured the successrate (prey captures/s;
captures often deduced by swallowing mopool.
tions), and efficiency (prey captures/peck).
FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Identifiable prey items were noted. The birds’
To estimate the numbers of fish and crabs efficiency and successrate did not appear to
available, I made 10 transects perpendicular be biasedby my proximity; the correlation beto the beach’s edge, ranging from 80 to 100 m tween observer distance and successrate was
in length. At 10-m intervals on each transect, -0.087 (n.s.), and the correlation between obI seta 2 x 2-m quadrat marker in place. I stood serverdistanceand efficiencywas-0.097 (n.s.).
motionless for 60 s, then counted the number In order to measure an individual’s vigilance,
of crabs (mostly Pachygrapsus transversus, I timed the “stop-look rate” (the rate at which
some Uca spp. and Eriphia spp.), the number an individual stopped, for about 1 s or more,
of crabsgreater than 1 cm acrossthe carapace and looked around; stop-looks/s). I also re(generally Leptodius taboganus),and the total corded intra- and interspecific supplantingbenumber of small fish that had resumedactivity havior.
Data were analyzed using the SPSS (Nie et
during a 2-min observation period. I made
nine 35-m transectsin order to censussmall, al. 1975) and Minitab (Ryan et al. 1978) staburrowing clams. In each 10 X 1O-cm quadrat tistical programs. Becauseof the correlations
at 3- or 5-m intervals I counted the number among flock size, stop-look rate, supplantrate,
of surfaceholes and then dug 3-5 cm into the and transformed time after exposure, it was
difficult to tell which of these variables best
clay with a knife to find the clams.
predicted the variation in foraging. I therefore
FORAGING BEHAVIOR
used path analysis (Wright 192 1, Nie et al.
I studiedthe foragingbehavior of Ruddy Turn1975) a technique that uses multiple regresstones throughout the low phase of the tide. sion to statistically control the interactions of
As I walked the beachand encountereda flock, two or more variables, and then quantifies the
I unsystematicallychosean individual for ob- relationships of these to others. Reasonable,
servation. This bird’s activities were followed anticipated, causalpathwaysare modeled, and
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FIGURE 1. Upper line is the average number of holes
per quadrat plotted against the distance of the quadrat
from the beach’s edge. Below is the relationship between
the percentof a quadratthat is pool-coveredand the quadrat’s distance from the beach’s edge.

multiple regressionsare performed to reflect
these pathways. Pathways with partial, standardized regressioncoefficients (betas or partial correlations) that are not significantly different from zero, are excluded from the model.
In my case, I regressedeach foraging variable
on transformed time after exposure,flock size,
stop-look rate and the number of supplants.
Correlationsof flock sizewith transformedtime
after exposure, stop-look rate, and number of
supplantswere also included. The correlation
between transformed time after exposure and
stop-look rate is partial while controlling for
the effects of flock size.
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FIGURE 2. Average number of crabs per quadrat (below) and the proportion in a quadrat of crabswith a carapace greater than 1 cm across,plotted against distance
from the beach’s edge. ***P < 0.001.

worms and minute crustaceans.Within and
around this zone (especially early in the ebb
tide and late in the flood tide) I observed turnstonespecking at and swallowing tiny objects
that I could not identify, probably the invertebrates, and bits of carrion left by the tide. I
also saw turnstonesfeeding on crabs(with carapacesup to 2 cm across),clams (occasionally
dug from the clay with difficulty), small live
fish from drying pools, and dead fish and other
carrion.
FORAGING BEHAVIOR

Flock size varied in a symmetrical, curvilinear
manner according to the time after exposure
RESULTS
of the flat (Fig. 3). The correlation between
PHYSICAL FEATURES AND
flock size and the transformed time after exDISTRIBUTION OF FOOD
posure (r = 0.458, P < 0.001) indicated that
The surface of the tidal flat was progressively flocksdiminished on the ebb and increasedon
more pitted and water-covered the farther out the flood. The birds followed the water’s edge
from the beach’s edge (Fig. 1); both the mean on the ebb and spreadover the flat during low
and standard deviation of hole size were pos- tide and part of the flood tide. I noted a sigitively correlatedwith distancefrom the beach’s nificantly larger proportion of birds foraging
edge (mean: r = 0.484, P < 0.01; SD: r = within 10 m of the water’s edge (G = 12.83,
0.639, P < 0.001).
P < 0.005) during the ebb than during the
I found consistenttrends in the distribution flood. The latter proportion wasin turn greater
ofalgae, clams,crabsand fish. Crabswere most (but not significantly so) than that of the low
abundant 30 m from the beach’s edge,and they tide hiatus.
Statistics for five measures of foraging are
tended to be larger with distance from the
beach’s edge (Fig. 2). Densities of fish were given in Table 1. Peck rate, successrate, and
relatively constant acrossthe flat. Clams were efficiency varied in a similar, symmetric, curmost plentiful about 15 m from the beach’s vilinear manner according to time after exedge, but the proportion of holes with clams posure (Fig. 3, Table 2) indicating that peck
diminished with the distancefrom the beach’s and successrates, and efficiency fell and rose
edge (Y= -0.578, P < 0.001). Algae were with the tide. I correlated all foragingvariables
found only within the first 10 m from the individually with time after exposure,time afbeach’s edge.
ter exposuretransformed, and flock size (Table
In the algal mat I found small polychaete 2). Correlations with the transformed time
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TABLE 2. Correlationcoefficients(Pearsonr) amongtime
after exposure,transformedtime after exposure,flock size
and each of the foragingvariables.

Variable

Flock s,ze

Time after
exposure

Peck rate
Stop-look rate
Successrate
Efficiency
Speed
Supplant rate

0.340***
-0.304***
0.241**
0.023
0.261**
0.350**

-0.361***
0.124*
0.165
0.241**
0.392***
-0.003

Time after
CXplX”R
(transformed)

0.685***
-0.156**
0.455***
0.213*
-0.508***
0.153

* P < 0.05,**P < 0.01,*** P < 0.001.

time after exposure (a) was a good predictor
of flock size, peck rate, successrate, efficiency,
and speed(Fig. 4, Table 3). Only stop-look rate
and supplant rate were predicted by flock size
(d). The relatively low correlationbetweenstoplook rate and flock size may have related to
either large error in either variable or the variability induced by other factors. Including the
number of individuals of other speciesnear to
the turnstone flocks improved the correlation
0
80
160
240
slightly (Y = 0.41, P < 0.001). Observer disTime After
Exposure
tance had no apparent effect on this variable
FIGURE 3. Plots of flock size, peck rate, and success (Y = 0.01, P > 0.5). When the effectsof transrate versustime after exposureof tidal flat. Low tide ocformed time after exposureand flock size were
curred at about 165 min after exposure.
controlled, stop-look rate (b) had no significant
relationship with any of the foragingvariables.
Supplant rate (c), however, was still negatively
variable were greater than those for time after
related to both successrate and efficiency.
exposure in all casesexcept efficiency (where
Correlationsbetweena bird’s location on the
both correlations were very small). The trans- flat and each of the foraging variables (Table
formed time after exposure was inversely cor- 4) were consistently lower (with lower signifrelated with speed of foraging, meaning that icance levels) than those involving transthe birds moved more rapidly during low tide.
formed time after exposure. Reduced signifiThis opposesthe patterns of peck and success cancemay largely be a result of the substantial
rates and efficiency.
error induced by my method of estimating a
Foraging variables were also regressedon
bird’s distance from the shore or water. Flock
stop-look and supplant rates. Stop-look rate
size was not correlated with distancefrom the
was significantlycorrelated with flock size (Tabeach’s edge. Turnstones did peck faster near
ble 2) and, of the four foraging variables, only
the water’s edge.
with peck rate (Y = -0.13, P < 0.05, y1= 284).
The rate of supplanting was correlated with RELATIONSHIPS AMONG RESOURCE
flock size (Table 2) and, of the foraging vari- DISTRIBUTIONS AND FORAGING
ables, only with efficiency (Y = -0.20, P < BEHAVIOR
0.05). Supplant rate was not significantly cor- Crabs, clams and fish were the kinds of prey
relatedwith stop-lookrate (Y = 0.12, P < 0.10). that I was able to identify most easily, and
Path analysis indicated that transformed crabs were probably the most abundant and

TABLE 1. Means, standard deviations and sample sizes for five foragingvariables.
Units

Vanable

Peck rate
Stop-look rate
Successrate
Efficiency
Speed
* A-Apnl

study period: B-August

pecks/s
stoplooks/s
captures/s
captures/peck
m/s
study period (for dates see text).

M.%Xl

SD

n

0.375
0.014
0.069
0.184
0.166

0.146
0.016
0.050
0.098
0.126

284
284
125
125
168

Period*

A, B
A, B
A
A
B
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TABLE 3. Path analysis results (betas or standardized
partial regressioncoefficients)for the effects of (a) transformed time after exposure,(b) stop-look rate, (c) supplant
rate, and (d) flock size on each of four foragingvariables.
See text and Figure 4 for explanation of path analysis.

l-RAI\

Variable

(a)

(b)

(cl

Cd)

Peck rate
Successrate
Efficiency
Speed

0.670***
0.431***
0.249**
0.463***

0.027
0.036
0.123
0.005

-0.094
-0.242**
-0.220*
-

0.034
0.057
0.084
0.023

*P<0.05,**P<0.01,***P<0.001.

m zone from the beach’s edge was not significantly correlated with the mean peck rate for
FIGURE 4. Generalized path analysis. This represents that zone (r = -0.24, P > 0.5). However, perthe anticipated relationships (i.e., pathways) among the
cent tide pool coverage was significantly negbehavioral variables.Arrows indicate potential directions
of causality.Numbers are standardizedpartial regression atively correlated with mean peck rate (Y =
coefficients(betas). If a beta is not significantly different -0.97, P < 0.05).
VARIABLE

from zero (P < O.OS),the pathway is excluded from the
model. Betas for pathways a-d, for each of the four foragingvariables,are presentedin Table 3. *P < 0.05, **P <
0.01, ***p < 0.001.

important item in the turnstone diet. Turnstonesfed on crabsmore than on clams or fish
(46% of the observations included predation
on crabs, 13.6% on clams, and only 5.6% on
fish; G = 50.9, P < 0.001). They took crabs
mostly between 25 and 75 m from the beach’s
edge (Fig. 5) and during the low tide period
(73% of observations during the low tide included crabsvs. 42% during the ebb, and 4 1%
during the flood; G = 8.1, P < 0.025). Relative rates of predation on crabswithin successive 10-m zones from the beach’s edge were
positively correlated with the average crab
densities within those zones (r = 0.84, P <
0.025).
The turnstones’ foraging behavior also appeared to be related to predation on crabs.The
proportion of observations including predation on crabs(duringeight 40-min periodsfrom
the time of initial flat exposure) was inversely
related to the mean peck rate for the periods
(r = -0.75, P < 0.05; Fig. 6). No trends were
apparent for either fish or clams, but this may
have been due to the small number of observations of predation on these foods. Average
peck rate, successrate, and efficiency were significantly lower in observationsinvolving crabs
(Table 5) perhaps indicating the difficulties
turnstoneshave in finding, catching, and handling such prey. The birds supplanted each
other more often when crabs were involved
than when they were not (14.6% of observations vs. 4.8%) but the difference was not significant (G = 3.21, P < 0.10).
Although turnstonesoften probed into holes
in the clay, the number of holes within a 20-
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The tidally correlated patterns in peck rate,
successrate, foraging speed, and efficiency in
this situation can be largely explained by the
relationshipsof these variables to prey behavior during the tidal cycle, resource zonation,
and substratevariation with distancefrom the
beach’s edge. Turnstones are opportunistic
feeders (Nettleship 1973; pers. observ.), and
appear to shift prey types and foraging modes
as distribution of food changes(Harris 1979,
this study). They tend to follow the water’s
edge while it is dropping quickly, presumably
to take advantage of the small invertebrates
and bits of carrion that are being deposited.
This habit, along with the presenceof easily
caught invertebrates in the algal zone, probably accountsfor the high peck and successrates
and efficiency noted at the start and finish of
flat exposure. Harris (1979) found that turnstonesin Wales stayed near the water’s edge,
feeding on amphipods through the low tide
period, and that only after the tide had turned
did they gradually disperseover the flat to feed
in seaweedbeds.

TABLE 4. Correlation coefficients(r) between the distance of a bird to the beach’s edge, the water’s edge, and
five variables.

Variable

Distance to
beach’s edge

Distance to
water’s edge

Flock size
Peck rate
Stop-look rate
Efficiency
Successrate

-0.185
-0.393**
0.121
-0.310*
-0.434**

0.169
-0.476+*
0.105
-0.169
-0.176

*P

< 0.05, ** P c 0.01,

*** P c

0.001.
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FIGURE 5. The averagenumber of crabstaken per second by turnstonesasa function of the bird’s distancefrom
the beach’s edge.

Turnstonestravelled more slowly nearer the
beach, and pecked at a faster rate, suggesting
that prey were more plentiful. Therefore, hunger can perhapsbe eliminated as a major cause
of the faster peck rates.Alternatively, a hungry
turnstone may be less discriminating, and by
choosing prey items that might later be ignored, it could also increaseits peck rate without travelling more rapidly.
Turnstones begin taking crabsas the flat becomesexposed,either becausethey prefer such
food or becauseprey have become hard to find
in the algalzone. Crabs,however, are relatively
mobile, defensive, and highly dispersed.They
probably are less frequently pecked at and
caught than prey items in the algal zone. My
findings(Table 5, Fig. 6) suggestthat this switch
to crabs is the factor most responsiblefor the
lowering of peck and successrates associated
with time after exposureand the distancefrom
the beach’s edge.Harris (1979) also found that
turnstones adjusted their diet to take advantage of prey availability. In his study, the birds
generally switchedfrom amphipods (evidently
the preferred prey) to littorinid snailsafter the
tide began to return.
The changesin the substrate with distance
from the beach’s edge also may have influenced the foraging rates. Of the physical features examined here, only the amount of tidepool coveragecorrelated stronglywith foraging
rates. Because turnstones rarely fed in tide
pools, decreasing the area available for foraging may have causedthem to travel farther
between pecks.
Groves (1978) found significant differences
among turnstonesforagingin different habitats
in coastal Massachusetts.Different prey types
occurredin eachenvironment: barnaclesin the
rocky intertidal zone and crustaceanson the
“sand and weed littered flats.” The average

Prop.

Obs.

,

,

0.6

0.9

With

Crabs

FIGURE 6. The mean peck rate of all observationsduring a 40-min interval versusthe proportions of observations involving predationon crabsduringthe sameperiod.
*P i 0.05.

peck rate for turnstones in the latter habitat
did not differ significantly from those reported
in this study (t = 0.95, P > 0.40). Successrate
and efficiency, however, were both significantly lower in my study (t = 2.61, P < 0.01;
t = 6.67, P < 0.001, respectively). Prey items
were similar, but local differences in abundance and distribution make comparisonsdifficult.
FLOCKING, VIGILANCE AND AGGRESSION

The largerthe flock, the lessoften a bird stopped
and looked about (Table 2, Fig. 4). Assuming
that the stop-look rate indicates the level of
individual vigilance (aswas usedin other studies, e.g., Powell 1974, Abramson 1979, Barnard 1979, Caraco 1979, Jenningsand Evans
1980, but see Krebs 1974) then lone birds
were more vigilant than flocking ones. This
higher level of vigilance did not affect foraging
or successrates (Table 3) contrary to most of
the above-mentioned studies. In support of
previouswork, however, I also found that flock
size correlated positively with aggression
(Recher and Recher 1969, Silliman et al. 1977,
Burger et al. 1979, Caraco 1979). Level of
aggressionalso correlated negatively with successrate and efficiency, even when the effects
TABLE 5. Mean peck rate, successrate and efficiency
for observationswith and without an incident of predation
on crabs. Standard deviations in parentheses;t assesses
the differencesbetween means.

Variable

Peck rate
Successrate
Efficiency
*P

With crabs
(n = 57)

Without crabs
(n = 68)

0.332 (kO.116) 0.380 (kO.114)
0.054 (kO.033) 0.081 (20.056)
0.150 (kO.070) 0.207 (-+0.109)

c 0.05, ** P ( 0.01.

f

2.29*
3.07**
3.24**
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of other variables were controlled. Hence, the
benefit of foraging alone may come from the
reduced chance of conflict. Many factors can
affect aggressionlevels, and flock size could be
largely a responseto aggression.The two variables are interrelated yet the increased warinessrequired of single foragersor individuals
in small groups may not counteract the advantage of avoiding aggressionor deter flock
breakup. Similar trade-offs have been hypothesizedto exist in flocking species(Stinson 1980,
Krebs and Barnard 1980), but little evidence
hasbeen provided (however, seeCaraco 1979).
I examined neither levels of exploitative competition nor facilitation of finding food, both
of which may be additional density-dependent
factors that importantly affect foraging rates.
What initiates flockingin turnstonesand why
do flocks later disband?Resting turnstonesat
the river mouth may flock for self-protection
and perhapsfor socialfacilitation. Partsof these
flocks may then move together to the flat to
feed, or perhaps individuals merely assemble
at the earliestfeedingsitesto be exposed.Flocks
did not disperse in relation to the widening
spanof the tidal flat, i.e., the distancebetween
the water’s edge and the beach’s edge (Y =
-0.18, P > 0.10, II = 70), but in relation to
the (transformed) time after exposure. Hence,
flocks may not disband chiefly to occupy more
area. Since turnstone densities on the flat appeared low (perhaps25 individuals along 1 km
of beach), spatial limitations seem unlikely.
Alternatively, a dietary switch may affect
aggressionlevels, which in turn affect prey capture rates and flocking tendencies.Aggression
in shorebirds has been related to patchy distribution of food (Recher and Recher 1969,
Mallory and Schneider 1979) and increased
handling time of prey (Vines 1980). Turnstones shift from small invertebrates (which
are abundant, small, and easy to handle) during the ebb to crabs (which are patchily distributed, large and difficult to handle) during
the low, then back to small invertebrates during the flood. Aggressionrate does not appear
to be related to time after exposure (Table 2).
Nevertheless,flocksmay persistduring the ebb
because aggressionis low, disbanding when
prey availability changes and aggressionincreases.On the flood, small invertebrates are
again abundant, aggressionlessens,and flocks
re-form. I did not examine temporal variation
in the probability of predation, another factor
that may affect flocking behavior (as in Myers
1980).
CONCLUSIONS
My study indicates that the foraging habits of
turnstonescan be ultimately and strongly af-

fected by tidal fluctuations. Tides alter food
distribution and the area suitable for foraging,
which in turn affect food taken, vigilance, and
social behavior. The complex interrelationships discussedhere suggestthat tidal conditions should be noted carefully in studies of
shorebird ecology or behavior.
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Avian Biology. Volume VI.-Edited by Donald S. Farner,
James R. King, and Kenneth C. Parkes. 1982. Academic
Press,New York. 490 p. This volume appearssevenyears
after its predecessor(noticed in Condor 77:52 1), in a move
to treat some of the important subjects not previously
covered and to update material that has significantlyadvancedsinceearlier volumes.It containschapterson avian
mating systems(Lewis W. Oring), avian migration systems
(SidneyA. Gauthreaux,Jr.) socialorganizationin the nonreproductive season(H. Ronald Pulliam and George C.
Millikan), the uropygialgland (JtirgenJacob and Vincent
Ziswiler), stomach oils [of procellariiforms] (Jtirgen Jacob), the glycogenbody (Louis D. De Gennaro), domestication in birds (Roland Sossinka)and respiration and
the control of breathing(Peter Scheid).In preparingthese
reviews, the authors have not merely compiled and organized, but have also synthesizedtheir information so as
to develop new insights.Authoritative and detailed, these
articleswill be benchmarksfor their fields. Illustrated:lists
of referencesat the end of each chapter; indexes.

Avian incubation: egg temperature, nest humidity, and behavioral thermoregulation in a hot environment.-Gilbert

S. Grant. 1982. Ornithological Monographs No. 30,
American Ornithologists’Union, Washington, DC. Paper
cover. 75 p. $9.00 prepaid ($7.00 to AOU members).
Source:Assistant to the Treasurer of the AOU, Glen E.
Woolfenden, Department of Biology, University of South
Florida, Tampa, FL. 33620. LesserNighthawks and several charadriiform speciesnest in the area of the Salton
Sea in southeasternCalifornia. The nesting environment
of this artificial saline lake, below sea level, is extremely
arid, hot, and subjectedto intense sunlight. In order to
learn how birds cope with these harsh conditions while
protecting their eggsand young, Grant observed and experimentedwith eight species.ComparingSaltonSeabirds
with thoseon the coast,he examined the timing of breeding and the humidity and thermal microenvironment of
the nest-eggcomplex.In addition, he investigatedthe birds’
thermoregulatorybehavior, paying particular attention to
belly-soakingand its consequences.This monographis an
excellentcontinuationof the long seriesof studiesat UCLA
of the ways by which nesting birds adapt to desert environments. Graphs, photographs,and references.

